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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 

INSTITUTE OF MOL8CUIAB BIOPHYSICS PROGRAM 

The research program* in the Institute of. Molecular 

Biophysics are reaching a new lnvel of laaturity and inter-

action by virtue of key addition® to tha scientific repertoire 

of the faculty. In this brief resume the main highlights will 

be presented. 

NHStff PROGRAM IH RADIATION BIOLOGY AKD MDI&CtfLAR BIOLOGY 

In the summer and fall of 1971 several key appointments 

were made as a part of a plan to develop a group of inter-

acting scientists who could seek new approaches to radiation 

biology and molecular biology, in collaboration with faculty 

members already in the Institute* 

The young faculty additions are 

Kurt Hofer - radiation and cell biologist, Assistant 

Professor, Department of Biological Sciences (Ph.D. 

University of Vienna, post~doctorat« work at Tufts 

University with W. Hughes). 

Robert Reeves - molecular biologist. Assistant Professor, 

Department of Chess is try (Ph.D. Hew York University, 

and Virus Laboratory, Berkeley). 

James M. Smith - radiation physicist, Research Associate, 

Special Projects IMB (Ph.SK University of West Virginia, 

and RCA Radiation Materials Laboratory) <> 



Brant Watson •» nuclear phy*icist» Research Associate, 

Special Projects Xtfft (Ph.l>» 7 lor M a State University? 

Laser development training, Stanford University, 

Microwave Slectroni.ce Laboratory). 

Each of theee man has evolved separate research projects # 

and each has shown a marked ability to cooperate with each 

other and with other faculty members1 research programs in 

the Institute. AX though this new cooperative program has just 

begun« it clear that this particular group will become one 

of the most stimulating that we have initiated. 

The well-established laboratories of T. P, Williams 

(visual research), J. H. Taylor (molecular biology of chromo-

somes) , M. Kasha {molecular excitation mechanisms) * ere very 

directly and deeply Involved in overlapping projects with 

various members of this new group. 

For example, the Laser Laboratory being established by 

Brant Watson featuring (a) the YAS {yttrium-aluminum-gar net) 

laser, (b) the nanosecond laser, Cc) tunable dye-lasers, 

is involved in researches by T. p. Williams* K, Bofer, J. M. 

Smith* and M. Kasha and students * The unusual capabilities 

of this laboratory to exploit the production of unusual excited 

species in controlled environment« and to measure very fast 

time events under irradiation is the magnet which is drawing 



these cooperative e££orte together. The research summaries 

will of course reflect these efforts, but the real fruits 

Which arise spontaneously from this interaction will become 

evident as the first projects reach completion during the 

next year. 

DEVE&OPME0T OP EXISTING XM0RM0RX8S - MOLECULAR KXCIT&TIOIi, 

MOLECTIAR GENETICS, MittROMOUKmAR COHFORMftTZOH 

Here a few brief comments will be entered on the status 

and changes in established research programs* 

M. Kasha was on faculty leave 1969-70, and upon returning 

undertook a major revision and enhancement of his research 

laboratory and program, notable equipment additions were made 

for contemporary research, and the group was increased to 

seven graduate students and two post-doctorate fellows. Typical 

of the influence of the Molecular Biophysics Ph.D. Program, 

two of the students have biology degrees or strong training 

in biology—1with a direct impact on the nature of the research 

formulated for their £h.D« work* This group is concentrating 

efforts on applications of singlet a&lecular oxygen excitation, 

on proton and hydrogen atom transfers in excited states, and 

on detailed mechanisms of ^-heterocyclic excitation. , 
I 

W. Rhodes' theoretical studies on radiationless{processes 

in molecules and electronic excitation in large molecule 



aggregates Involve many overlapping interests with M. Kasha's 

group, and with the aacrosreXecule conformation projects 

described below. 

J, p. Taylor's laboratory has benefited from the appoint-

ment of Robert Reeves and Kurt Hofer in terms of the latter 

members * ct?oss~interests in molecular genetics of RNA and 

DNA and cell biology, with some directly overlapping researches 

contemplated or underway. 

Also, the Molecular Biophysics Ph.D. program has brought 

a physics B.8. degree student into the molecular genetics 

program, with continued input of new quantitative approaches, 

L. Mandelfrern has a very active group of physical 

biochemically oriented students working on macromolecular 

contractility and macromolecular conformation research. In 

the past this group has interacted in part with D. DeTar's 

research group featuring polypeptide block-polymer synthesis. 

Some of W, Rhodes* students have completed researches on 

interpretation of electronic properties (light absorption, 

circular dlchroism) in relation to macromolecular structure 

and conformation. How three major additions are contemplated 

Which will have a major stimulatory effect on the interest in 

biological macroraolecular structure and interactions. First, 

G. H. Ramaehandran, the very well known Indian expert on X-Ray 

crystallogvaphic and theoretical studies of macromolecule 



conformation maps), is arranging a cooperative research 

program under HIH contract with the XMB here and his Bio-

physics Research Group in Bangalore, He would establish a 
* 

small group of two or thr$e research assistants or associates 

in the IMS* and would spand about 3-4 months here personally. 

This very stimulating and creative scientist is bound to have 

an exceedingly strong influence. Second, the Chemistry 

Department at this university has applied on its KSF Center 
of Excellence Grant for a 300 mc« HMR machine which permits 
13 

C macrostolecule conformation studies in situ with exceptional 

resolution and derived molecular information. At the time of 

writing, the probability of acquiring this device seems very 

favorable, and would be of immense importance to the IMB 

biological macrotnolecule program. Third, the Chemistry 

Department is appointing as assistant professor a physical 

biochemist specialising in macromolecule research. An excep-

tionally talented and well-trained candidate is being appointed 

at the time of writing. 
• 

Altogether, these new developments, and the interests of 

Taylor, Hofer, Reeves, Fisher, Mandelkem, DeTar, Kasha and 

Rhodes covering various aspects of biological macromolecule 

structure and function, offer unique opportunity for the future 

functioning of the Institute of Molecular Biophysics as an 

interdisciplinary research center of unusual scope. 



SPECIAL MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS SEMINARS 

During the academic year regular seminars in Physical 

Chemistry and Biochemistry are held in the institute of 

Molecular Biophysics» attracting a diverse audience of 

biologists, chemists and physicist a—in itself an unusual 

experience. Many of the seminar speakers are biologists or 

biaphysicists visiting the campus, bringing a rich diversity 
r 

cf research presentations to the students and faculty of 

the IMB • 

In the fall of 1971 we initiated a monthly special 

discussion group designed to explore some molecular and "bio-

physical topics in greater depth than could be considered 

in a densely structured research seminar, and beyond the level 

of elementary courses. This function is ccnsidered to be a 

very important one, and needs further development, but is 

destined co become one of the unifying elements in the func-

tioning of an institute in which such a bro»id spectrum of 

training is represented. 

MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS PH.D. PROGRAM 

One of the finest complements to the Institute of 

Molecular Biophysics interdisciplinary effort is the new Ph.D. 

Program introduced a couple of years ago. 



The program is attracting some of the finest graduate 

students in the sciences to this judged by Graduate 

Record Bxaans and class performance, and by motivation. 

To each laboratory in the M S the program also provides 

a professional diversity of science background which would 

have been very difficult to achieve previously* For example, 

J. H. Taylor, as an Institute member, is also a Professor of 

Biological Sciences and would normally attract majors from 

that department„ Conversely,, L. Mandelkern of the IMB, as a 

Professor of Chemistry, would attract chemistry graduate 

students. But now, the Molecular Biophysics Program attracts 

B.S. Physics students who wish to work in biology, so they 

migrate to Taylor6© research group• and, in contrast, B„S. 

Biology students who wish to work in physical macromolecule 

research, migrate to M&ndelkern's research group * 

Currently there ar5 17 graduate students in the Molecular 

Biophysics Ph.D. prog ram, with 5 new students accepted for 

fall 1972. We expect to keep this specialised program small, 

with an emphasis on quality of incoming students and pro-

fessional training• The program is administered by an 

executive committee made up of Biological Sciences and Chemistry 

Faculty Members. 

H. Kasha 



LIST OF RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS 

A. Papers Listed in Press in Previous Annual Reports: 

1. DeKloet, Siw© R., Benvenuto A.G. Andrean and Virgian S. 
Mayo. Biosynthesis of Ribonucleic Acid in Yeasts Some 
properties of mitochondrial ribosomal ribonucleic acid 
in Saccharomyces carlsbergensis. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 
143 (1971) 175. 

2. Fisher, J.R. and P.F. Ma. Comparative Studies of 
Reptilian and Avian Adenosine Deaminases. Corap. 
Biochem. Physiol. 39B, 969-977 (1971), 

3. Fisher, J.R., P.C. Lee and P.F. Ma. Comparative and 
Immunochemical Studies of Bovine Adenosine Deaminases. 
Comp. Biochem. Physiol. 4j0, 1071-77 (1971) . 

4. Incardona, N.L., H. Notarius and J.B. Flanegan. 
Measurement of Temperature Within the Sample Cell 
During Sedimentation Velocity Experiments. Anal. 
Biochem. 40, 267-280 (1971). 

4. Mandelkern, L. "Muscle as a Fibrous Protein System." 
In Contractile Proteins and Muscle Contraction, ed. by 
A. Laki, Marcel Dekker (1971). 

5. Mandelkern, L. and W.L. Matice. Conformational Proper-
ties of Poly-L-Proline from II in Dilute Solution, J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 93, 1769 (1971). 

6. Mandelkern, L. and W.L. Mattice. Development of 
Ordered Structures in Sequential Copolypeptides Contain-
ing L-Proline andy-Hydroxy-L-Proline, Biochem. 10, 
1926 (1971). 

7. Mandelkern, L. and W.L. Mattice. Unpreturbed Dimensions 
of Sequential Copolypeptides Containing Glycine, L-
Alanine, L-Proline, and?-*-Hydroxy-L-Proline, Biochemistry 
10, 1934 (1971). 

8. Mandelkern, L. and W.L. Mattice. On the Heat Precipita-
tion of Poly-L-Proline, Macromolecules, 4_, 271, (1971) . 

9. Williams, T.P. and B.N. Baker. Photolysis of meta-
rhodopsin I: Rate and extent of conversion to rhodop£;in. 
Vision Res. 11: 449-458 (1971). 

10. Williams, T.P. and B. Rosenberg. The thermal decompo-
sition of visual pigments as a compensation law process. 
Vision Res. 11: 613-615 (1971). 



New Publications Completed Under Current AEC Sponsorship: 

1. DeKlcet, Siwo R. and Virginia S. Mayo. Disaggregation 
of "ginat" heterogeneous nuclear RNA of Mouse Ehrlich 
Ascites cells by thermal denaturation in the presence 
of formaldehyde. Biochim. Biophys* Acta 247 (1971) 74. 

2. DeKloet, Siwo R. and Benvenuto A. G„ Andrean. Buoyant 
density gradient centrifugation of RNA and DNA in alkali 
iodide solutions. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 247 (1971) 519. 

• 

3. Fisher, J. R. and J. S. Barton. Nonlinear Kinetics of 
Glutamate Dehydrogenase - Studies with Substrate-
Glutamate and NAD. Biochemistry 10, 577-585 (1971). 

4. Fisher, J. R. and D. G. Priest. Nonlinear Kinetics of 
the Xanthine Oxidase Reaction Catalysed by Chicken Liver 
Xanthine Dehydrogenase. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 146, 
391-399 (1971). 

5. Incardona, N. L., K. Miles and B. N. Baker. A Re-
examination of the Sedimentation Properties of Bovine 
Rhodopsin-Digitonin Micelles. Nature New Biol. 229, 
250-252 (1971). 

6. Incardona, N. L. and W. Feeney, The Mechanism of 
Adsorption and Injection of the Bacteriophage <I>X174, 
Biophys. J. 11, 267a (1971). 

7. Mandelkern, L. and W. J. Bowen. The Relation Between 
Isometric Tension and ATP Hydrolysis in Glycerinated 
Muscle Fibers, Science, 173, 239 (1971). 

8. Rhodes, W. The Nature of Molecular Excited States 
Produced by Weak Light Sources, Chem. Phys. Letters JUL, 
179 (1971). 

9. Rhodes, W., F. M. Loxsom and L. Tterlikkis. A Non-
Perturbation Method for the Optical Properties of 
Helical Polymers, Biopolymers, JLO, 2405 (1971). 

10. Rushton, W. A. H. (1971) Colour Vision: An approach 
through the cone pigments. The Proctor Lecture. 
Invest. Ophthal. 10, 311-322. 



11. Rushton, W..A. H. and C. Hood (1971) The Florida 
Densitometer. J. Physiol. 217, 213-229. 

12. Rushton, W. A. H. and R. R. Coble (1971) Stiles-Crawford 
effect and the bleaching of cone pigments. J. Physiol. 
217, 231-242. 

13. Rushton, W. A. H. and D. E. Mitchell (1971) Visual 
pigments in dichromats, Vision Res. 11, 1033-1044. 

14. Rushton, W. A. H. and D. E. Mitchell (1971) The red/ 
green pigments of normal vision. Vision Res. 11, 
1045-1056. 

15. Williams, T. P. Simulation of the flash-bleaching of a 
visual pigment. A.C.E.S. Transactions 3:167-173 (1971). 



Publications Currently in Press 

1. DeTar, D.F., R.J. Albers, and F. Gilmore, "Synthesis of 
Sequence Peptide Polymers Related to Collagen," (1972/, 
in press. 

2. Fisher, J.R. and P.F. Ma. Comparative Studies of Fish 
Adenosine Deaminases. Comp. Biochem. Physiol. (1972), 
in press. 

3. Fisher, J.R., D.G. Priest, and J.S. Barton. Random 
Pathway Models and Their Application to Steady State 
Enzyme Kinetics. J. Theor. Biol. (1972), in press. 

4. Incardona, N.L., R. Blonski and W. Feeney. The' Mecha-
nism of Adsorption and Eclipse of the Bacteriophage 
gfX174. I. An In Vitro Conformational Change Under 
Conditions of Eclipse. J. Virol. (1971-72), in press. 

5. Kasha, M., P. Horowitz and M.A. El-Bayoumi. The Compe-
tition Between Biproton^c Phototautomerism, Excimer 
Formation, and Proton Tunneling in DNA Base-Pairs. 
In "25th Jubilee of the OSU Symposium on Molecular 
Structure and Spectra," Academic Press, New York, in 
press. 

6. Kasha, M. A Lecture on Multiple Excitation in Composite 
Molecules: Biprotonic Phototautomerism. In "Excited 
States of Matter," Texas Tech University Press, Lubbock, 
Texas (1972), in press. 

7. Kasha, M. The Role of Photons in the Storage of Energy 
and Resonance Transfer. In La Societe d*edition Karger, 
Basle (1972), in px*ess. 

8. Mandelkern, L., S„ Griffith, C,T. Burt. An Electron 
Microscope Study of LiBr Shortened Glycerinated Muscle 
Fibers, Journal of Mechanochemistry and Cell Maturity 
(1972), in press. 

9. Rhodes, W. and A. Ziv. Generalized Susceptibility 
Theory IV. The Structure of Electronic Absorption 
Spectra of Linear Polymers. J. Chem. Phys. (1972), 
in press. 

10. Rushton, W.A.H. and Diane Spitzer Powell (1972). 
The rhodopsin content and the visual threshold of 
human rods. Vision Res. 12, in press. 

11. Rushton, W.A.H. and Diane Spitzer Powell (1972). The 
early phose of dark adaptation. Vision Res. JL2, in 
press. 



12. Williams, T.P. Plash Photolysis of a Visual Pigment. 
Monograph based on Symposium of Visual Pigments. 
Plenum Press (1972), in press. 

13. Williams, T.P., Baker, B.N. and S.J. Breil. Plash 
Bleaching of Rhodopsin in Cetyl-trimethylammonium 
Bromide. Vision Res. (1972), in press. 



IMB PACULTY RESEARCH INTERESTS 

Professor 

S. R. deKloet 

Delos F. DeTar 

James R. Fisher 

Kurt G. Hofer 

N. L. Incardona 

Michael Kasha 

Leo Mandelkern 

Robert H. Reeves 

Research Project 

The Effect of Cyclcheximlde and 5-Fluorouracil 
on RNA Synthesis in Yeast 

The Study of Collagen Analogs 

Enzyme Kinetics and Mechanisms of Action 

Cell biology, ascites cell proliferation 
kinetics (division, migration and death in 
vivo), effects of external and internal irradi-
ation on cancer growth parameters, radioisotope 
effects, repair of radiation damage. 

Biophysical Chemistry of Nucleoproteins and 
Mechanisms of Infection of Viruses 

% 

Studies of Singlet Molecular Oxygen in Biolog-
ical and Irradiated Systems; Rapid Excitation 
Events in N-Heterocycldc Base-Pairs; Excitation 
Studies of N-Heterocyclic Molecules 

Macromclecules-Contractility, Polypeptide?, 
and Proteins 

Biochemistry of nucleic acids, especially 
tKNA structure, function and enzymatic 
modification: Bacterial genetics 

William C. Rhodes 

W.A.H. Rushton 

J. Herbert Taylor 

T. P. Williams 

Brant Vat son 

J. M. Smith 

Theory of Electronic Interactions: Helical 
Polymers 

Studies of Visual Processes 

Organization, Replication and Repair of 
Chromosomes 

Studies in Visual Sensory Transduction 

Physical Production and Detection of 
Singlet Oxygen in Model Biological Systems 

Biophysical Evaluation of the Radiotoxicity 
of Intracellular Iodine - 125 



May. 1972 

SOME ASPECTS OF RNA METABOLISM IN EUCARYOTIC ORGANISMS 

S. R. de Kloet 

Our work in the past year has concentrated mainly on the 

following subjects: 

a) The use of alkali iodides for the density gradient fractiona-

tion of RNA and DNA. 

b) The structure of nuclear RNA in higher organisms. 

c) The DNA dependent RNA polymerases of yeast. 

d) The nature of the DNA fraction coding for ribosomal RNA in 

yeast. 

e) The synthesis and biochemical properties of yeast messenger RNA. 

a) Sodium and potassium iodide density gradients are now used 

routinely in our studies for the fractionation of RNA and DNA. 

Both salts fractionate DNA according to base composition. Like 

in cesium chloride gradients, DNA with a higher G + C content 

bands at a higher density than G + C poor DNA species. RNA can 

also be fractionated according to base composition when mixtures 

of sodium and potassium iodide are used. In this case high 

A + U RNA bands at a higher density than high G + C RNA. Only 

eucaryotic ribosomal RNA of very high G + C content (Ehrlich 

ascites ribosomal RNA) bands in pure sodium iodide, whereas all 

RNA species band without losses due to precipitation in potassium 



iodide. Denaturation of RNA with formaldehyde results in an 

increase in buoyant• density in potassium iodide (1.63 for native, 

1.68 for formaldehyde denatured RNA). 5-Fluoro uracil containing 

RNA. bands at a density slightly higher than normal RNA* 

b) An investigation of the nature of heterogeneous high molecular » 
weight nuclear RNA of higher eucaryotic cells has shown that this 

RNA exists as a rather tight aggregate which can only be resolved 

by rather vigorous measures like denaturation in the presence of 

formaldehyde. The fact that high molecular weight ribosomal 

precursor RNA survives this treatment ha» led us to believe that 

the applied treatment does not affect the R£?& by breakage of 

covalent bonds. The nature of the forces causing the aggregation 

remains to be clarified however, 

c) We have extensively purified (over 2,000 fold) two of the 

DNA dependent RNA polymerases of yeast, and are at present 

working towards to complete purification and a full characteri-

zation of these enzymes. 

d) With respect to the nature of the DNA fractionation of yeast 

coding for ribosomal RNA we have concluded that the ribosomal 

cistrons are scattered over the chromosomes of this organism. 

A ribosomal satellite can only be detected when the DNA is 

sufficiently degraded and has a molecular weight of about 15 x 
6 

10 or lower. This means that the ribosomal cistrons are clustered 

at most in groups of two 26 S and two 17 S regions, since earlier 

experiments have shown that 26 S and 17 S cistrons are closely 



linked. A full characterization of DNA fragments containing 

fibosoraal RNA is at present being undertaken. 

e) Yeast messenger RNA is at present being studied especially 

with respect to its occurrence in "informosomes." After 

fixation with formaldehyde yeast messenger RNA protein 

complexes are found to band in cesium chloride at a density 

slightly heavier than ribosomes. Such messenger RNA protein 

complexes are isolated from purified polysomes give messenger 

RNA protein complexes banding at a low density, (1.40) . T.t should 

be noted that this is the density which is usually found in the 

literature fcr formaldehyde fixed messenger RNA protein complexes. 

The nature o: the impurities giving rise to this lower density as 

well as the nature of the proteins attached to the purified 

messenger RKA complexes are at present under investigation. 

Attempts to demonstrate the possible presence of polyadenylic 

acid sequence a in messenger RNA in yeast have thus far been 

unsuccess fv 1. 

» 
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Proposed Lilies of Research - 1972-1973 
By DeLos F. DeTar 

1. Peptide Polymers. Current emphasis is on synthesis of cys-

teine'- containing polymers which provide interesting crossiinking 

possibilities. A polymer consisting of Cys.Pro.Gly might be 

crosslinked in our ordered conformation under special conditions 

and the ordered structure then might be maintained under condi-

tions ordinarily unfavorable to the ordered form. A variety of 

cross-linking reagents is available. Oxidation gives the di-

sulfide bond# the shortest possible link. A diisocyanate such as 

OCN(CH2)gNCO gives a longer cross link/ and so on. We are now 

studying selected crosslinking reactions on the relatively simple 

molecule RCO Cys Gly OCH^ to establish the proper conditions for 

crosslinking the polymers. 

2. Structural Computationa. We are undertaking use of what 

L. S. Bartell calls "molecular mechanics" to study. Although 

considerable work has been done on geometries, very little has 

been done on reactions. Molecular mechanics uses a limited pet 

of bond stretching and bending force constants and a set of non-

bonded interaction energy functions to describe a molecular struc-

ture - its geometry, energy, force constants. The field is rela-

tively new although many groups are currently active. It has not 

yet been established how far one can go with a minimum set of con-» 
stants. But clearly these molecular models have considerable po-
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tential advantages.over physical hard sphere models. We hope to 

apply the techniques to ensyme~substrate systems. Currently at 

ETH I am applying this technique to calculating the effect of 

side chain substitution on the energies of transition states of 

cyclization reactions. General examples would include estimating 

the effect of methyl groups and of incorporated ring structures 

on rates of closure of 6-membered rings. The presence of alkyl 

groups or of ring structures changes the geometries and hence 

the energies of the available open chain conformations and the 

energies of models of the transition state. 

We are making some use of the Bartell program on computing 

energies of closing 4-membered rings, but because it was designed 

for other studies, it cannot treat molecules as large as we are 

concerned with, it cannot readily treat enzyme substrate systems, 

nor would it be sufficiently fast for large molecules. A second 

part of my program of work at ETH is therefore to develop the 

necessary programs, and this project is well under way. 

3. Experimental Rates of Cvclization. A critical test of empir-

ical calculations requires comparison with suitable rate data. 

We ?ire now engaged in the experimental study of cyclization re-

actions appropriate for such testing. 
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4. Acid-Base Catalysis in Anrotlc Solvents. These studies are 

remotely related to enzyme catalysis since the active site is 

oft<sn a hydrophobic region* but the main purpose is to develop 

general quantitative methods for predicting rates of reactions 

involving acids or bases in solvents such as acetonitrile or ben-

zene. For instance, the ketone C.H-COCH(CH0)C^h rac'emizes con-D 9 J o b 

siderably faster in the presence of benzoic acid plus triethylamine 

than predicted from the separate catalytic constants. A quanti-

tative treatment requires acid-base equilibrium data not yet 

available. As another example we are studying the reaction of 

diphenyldiazomethane (C^H^)^C » with carboxylic acids and with 

phenols in the presence of amines to see whether we can compute 

the rate from the amount of free acid predicted from equilibrium 

measurements. These are pioneering studies which are aimed at 

permitting some of the sorts of quantitative predictions which 

are av'lable for aqueous systems. 
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J^PBflPPC 

The relevance of the XMB aa a factor in directing research. 

My direct work with Prof. Leo Mandelkern has been es-

pecially fruitful. This line of research I hope to continue. 

For very many years X have been anxious to do useful 

studies with molecular models, and at last I have found a good 

technique for this. In addition to studies currently in pro-

gress X am very much interested in learning about systems of 

biological interest where questions of molecular "fit" have a 

suiwable quantitative basis. X expect that continuing contact 

with groups of varied biological interest will prove highly 

fruitful. 
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ENZYMES - MECHANISM OP ACTION AND EVOLUTION 

JakT.cs R. Fisher 

Since enzymes play major roles in essentially all proces-

ses occurring in living systems, a large number of biochemists 

the world over are studying the mechanisms by which these 

catalysts act. A wide variety of approaches have been used, 
4 

including the application of many physical and chemical tech-

niques; however, in most programs steady state kinetic measure-

ments play an important and often central role. Consequently it 

is essential that such measurements be exploited with maximum 

effectiveness. To the present time this has not been done, 

apparently due to difficulties in systematically treating non-

linear data and limitations in the kinds of usable models avail-

able. We have and are continuing to develop mathematical pro-

cedures and models which will allow these barriers to be over-

come and are applying these techniques to several important 

enzyme systems with considerable success. 

Recent Publications and Reports 

1. Fisher, James R., Priest, David G. and Barton, Janice S. 

(1972). Random Pathway Models and Their Application to 

Steady State Enzyme Kinetics. J. Theor. Biol, (in press). 

2. Harbison, G. R. and Fisher, J. R. (1972). Temperature 

Dependence of the Adenosine Deaminaticn Reaction Catalyzed 

by an <£nzyme from a Poikilotherm (Bay Scallop). Fed. Proc. 

31, 467. 



3. Ha, P. P. and Fisher, J. R. (1972). Comparative Studies of 

Fish Adenosine Deaminases. Comp. Biochem. Physiol, (in press). 

4. Priest, D» G. and Fisher. J. R. (1971)• Nonlinear Kinetics 

of the Xanthine Oxidase Reaction Catalyzed by Chicken Liver 

Xanthine Dehydrogenase. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 146„ 391-

399. 

5. Lee, P. C., Ma, P. F*# and Fisher, J. R. (1971). Comparative 
* 

and Immunochemical Studies of Bovine Adenosine Deaminases. 

Comp. Biochem. Physiol. j|G, 1071-77. 

6. Ma. P. F., and Fisher, J. R. (1971). Comparative Studies 

of Reptilian and Avian Adenosine Deaminases. Comp. Biochem. 

Physiol. 39B, 969-977. 

7. Barton, J. S. and Fisher, J. R. (1971). Nonlinear Kinetics 

of G1.utamate Dehydrogenase - Studies with Substrate-Glutamate 

and NAD. Biochemistry .10, 577-585. 

Current Projects 

1. A theoretical approach for treating non-linear enzyme kinetic 

data using random and cooperative models. 

2. Glutamic Dehydrogenase - mechanism of action and the effects 

of modifiers. 

3. Comparative studies of adenosine deaminases in vertebrates 

and molluscs. 

4. Studies of the isocitric dehydrogenase in Neurospora. 

5 - An interpretation of the non-linear kinetics of carboxypep-

tidase A. 
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THE BIOLOGICAL TOXICITY OF INTRACELLULAR 
RADIOISOTOPE DECAY BY BETA EMISSION 

AND ELECTRON CAPTURE 

K. 7. Hofer 

The relative radiotoxicity of various XSKA-aasociated 
radioisotopes has been studied with the aid of the iododeoxy-

uridine prelabeling technique, a procedure for monitoring death 

and migration of mammalian cells in vivo. During the develop-

ment of this procedure we observed an unexpected amount of cell 
125 death resulting from the presence of I in the DNA of murine 

leukemia cells. As an extension of these studies, LI210 lymphoid 
125 leukemia cells were labeled with various doses of XHodode-

131 3 
oxyuridine, I-iododeoxyuridine, or H-thymidine and inocu-
lated into nê *? nonradioactive hosts to facilitate a quantitative 
evaluation of the toxic effects resulting from the intranuclear 
decay of the three radioisotopes. Based on radioisotope in-
corporation data, number of tumor cells present at the time of 
labeling, labeling fraction and nuclear diameter of L1210 cells, 
the rate of intracellular energy deposition per labeled cell 
was calculated from the known decay properties of each isotope. 

Intracellular tritium and iodine-131 produce almost iden-

tical effects. The two radioisotopes, both beta emitters, yield 

dose survival curves which are very similar to those obtained with 

cobalt-60 and other low LET radiations. Despite their very dis-

parate decay energies, the similarity in tritium and iodine-131 
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radiotoxicity can be explained on the basis of electron energies 
deposited within the nuclei of labeled cells. 

The iodine-125 survival curve resembles the pattern observed 

with high LET radiations. In terms of disintegrations/cell/ the 

toxic manifestations from icdine-125 exceed the effects of tri-
* 

tium and iodine-131 by a factor of 12 to 15. On the basis of 

energy absorption/cell the toxicity differential is approxi-

mately 4 to 5. It therefore appears that intranuclear decay 

by elactron capture is biologically much more damaging than de-

cay by beta emission. 

Two different hypotheses have been advanced to explain the exces-

sive toxicity of intranuclear iodine-125. Both of these are based ^ 

on the fact that the electron capture decay of iodine-125 is ac-

companied by a dense shower of Auger electrons. The resulting 

high ionization density within the DNA double helix could account 

for the high LET-type of action of DNA-bound iodine-125. Alter-

natively, the sudden appearance of up to 18 positive charges at 

the site of iodine-125 decay may cause the explosive disruption 

of the labeled DNA strand. 

Various biological and physicochemical approaches are being 

pursued to distinguish between the two hypotheses. The biological 

approach utilizes the iododeoxyuridine prelabeling technique to 

monitor the lethality of differentially labeled tumor populations 
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the presence and absence of radioprotective agents. The 

physicochemical experiments involve ESR spectral determination 

of •-.he radical fragments trapped at low temperature. 
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BIOPHYSICAL CH2MISTRY OF NUCLEOPROTEINS 
AND MECHANISM OF INFECTION OF VIRUSES 

Nino L. Incardona 
Bromegrass Mosaic Virus and the bacterial virus, 0X174, 

are examples of icosahedr&l viruses which undergo structural 
transitions in vitro* These transitions result in a change 
in the hydrodynamic properties and the nucleic acid, which is 
normally protected from degradation, becomes susceptible to 
hydrolysis by nucleases. The noncovalent interactions between 
the protein subunits of the virus coat or between the protein 
and the nucleic acid must be changed to allow for this exposure 
of the nucleic acid. Thus, these viTal systems can be used to 
study the role of protein-protein or protein-nucleic acid inter-
actions in the biological function of nucleoproteins. In the 
case of 0X174 the structural transition has been shown to be 
the first step in the DNA injection mechanism for delivering 
the viral gents into the host cells during infection. There is 
evidence in the literature that similar transitions may play a 
role in the uncoating mechanism of human adenovirus, human 
rhinovirus, and SV40 virus; 

The structural transition in BMV can be accomplished by 
perturbing the temperature, pH or solvent composition of the 
system. A systematic study of the effect of pH and solvent 
composition on the transition temperature showed that there 
are two contributions to the swelling process, a reversible 
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pH inuuced portion and an irreversible thermally induced 
poTtion. A similar study with the reconstituted protein coat 

that was reassembled without the viral RNA demonstrated that 
only a pH induced disassembly occurs. Thus, the pH induced 
contribution must be a result of disruption of protein-protein 
interactions between the subunits. FTom the pKa values of these 
two processes a hydrogen banded carboxyl group is implicated. 
In the case of the thermal portion, low concentrations of Mg 
ion corpletely eliminate the change in hydrodynamics properties. 
Preliminary circular dichroism studies show a 7% decrease in 
the positive band at 265 nm in monovalent salts and little or 
no decrease in the presence o£ Mg. This suggests that a slight 
change in RNA configuration is responsible for the thermal 
contribution. 

Purified preparations of wild type 0X174 undergo a transi-
tion to a slower sedimenting form at 37°C in o.l M CaCl2 
solutions. This noninfectious particle has not lost any DNA, 
has the same buoyant density as native virus, and is sensitive 
to DNase. These properties are remarkably similar to those 
observed during the first step in the DNA injection mechanism 
in vivo. Thus, the structural requirements for the transition 
reside in the virus particle. With the simplier in vitro 
systvu, the requirement for Ca ions and the pronounced depen-
dence on pH above 7.0 was demonstrated. 
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In collaboration with Dr. H. S. Ginsberg of the University 
of Pennsylvania Medical Microbiology Department a study of the 
uncoating mechanism of human adenovirus was initiated. Pre-
liminary results suggest that dialysis of purified virus against 
chelating agents at pH 6 but not at pH 7 release the vertex 
protein subunits and allows the protrusion of the DNA. The 
resulting particles are therefore sensitive to DNase digestion. 
Previous data suggests that the same phenomenon occurs during 
the in vivo uncoating of the virus. 

The similarities of the in vitro transitions in all three 
viruses suggest that there may be common principles underlying 
the disruption of their protein-protein interaction during 
the. infection process. 
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Bnerget&ce of Singlet Molecular Oxygen States Involved 
in Snergy Transfer 
M. Kasha, o. Brabham 

A quantitative atudy of efficiency of transfer from singlet 

xsoleeular oxygen tc an acceptor and the reverse, is under 

way* H kinetic study with integrated quantum yields of 

sensitised luminescence in pulsed chemical systems has been 

developed. The applications to radiation systems involving 

molecular oxygen are diverse. One case is the photodynamic 

inactivetion which occurs in a living system when oxygen, 

a dye, and an excitation source are involved. Other oxygen 

effects directly involved in radiation systems are known. 

Zn a biological system the production of singlet molecular 

oxygen by irradiation would directly involve chemical changes 

in many different molecular structures. Chemical studies, 

e.g , the oxidation of guanine and polynucleotides by singlet 

molecular oxygen, sugge&t the importance of learning the 

energetic criteria for interaction of oxygen with molecular 

species in such systems. The present study is designed 

to establish the energetic limits for the excitation of 

each singlet molecular oxygen state and the 5 possible singlet 

molecfclar and double molecular states which are known. 



Energy Transfer and Dissipation in Hydrogen-Bonded N-Hetero-
cyclic Systems 

M. Kanha, 6. Simpson, J. Yau, K. Bisset 

ISydrcgen-bonded ar-heteroe<y3lie bases are notoriously inefficient 

as light emitters. The study of the dissipative path after 

irradiation represents an essential approach to the understanding 

of molecular damage, and its consequences, e.g., genetic 

effects associated with radiation in the rase of DNA bases. 

Several different experimental observations on excitation 

mechanisms associated with hydrogen-bonding changes are under 

study in our laboratory. These include (1) the "pyridine 

quenching" phenomenon, in which pyridines hydrogen-bonded 

to a pyrrole nitrogen lead to quenching fluorescence in an 

excited state; (2) the excited state intramolecular hydrogen-

bond rearrangement discovered by R. V. Nauman, with a radiation 

induction period; (3) excited state proton and hydrogen atom 

transfers in hydroxy and amino H-heterocyclics. The deduction 

of the spectroscopic mechanism of these phenomena will lead 

to a fuller understanding of the excited state radiation 

effect in such hydrogen-bonded systems. 

Energy Transfer in Transition Metal Chelates 

M. Kasha, V. Koester 

The general topic of interest here is the mechanism of 

energy transfer and dissipation in transition-metal organic 



ligand systems in particular reference to radiative protection 

and utilisation. Zt is now veil established that excitation 

and intramolecular energy transfer in transition metal chelates 

can involve three kinds of excited states, broadly characterised 

M T N f * , d -fr* , and d-*d. Furthermore* some rough generali-
1
 '. 

cations have slowly evolved to indicate which of the typical 

possible excited states may characterise the "energy transfer" 

end emission properties of these molecules. 

We have under investigation the quantitative dependence of 

emission mechanism with respect to ligand-field strength on 

the Sugano-ttanabe electronic tern diagrom for the transition 

metal ion. Of particular interest is our reinvestigation 

of the past Russian work on cupric chelates, in which an 
infra-red emission was ascribed to enhsmc&d intersystem * 
crossing in the tr -electron system of the organic ligand. 

• \ % 

We are seeking to establish this as a d-d Cu*+ emission. 
i. % 

Potential Function Bvironmental Effects in Molecular Excitation 
t t » 

Condensed Systems 

M. Kasha, B. Bellinger 

A general theorem is being developed on the influence of 

the environment on molecular potential functions. It has 

been shown experimentally that condensed system environments 

such as occur in molecular aggregates and in molecular 

matrices may condition the behavior of molecular excitation 



phenomena. .For example, in molecules with a torsional 

potential, the inclusion of the riolecule in the rigid molecular 

matrix may inhibit radiationlesa decay by the introduction 

of an intermolecular potential barrier which then traps 

the molecule in a new potential minima* An experimental 

f^u^f in . being made of molecules with various kinds of potential 

functions—vibrational, torsional, multiple, minima—in order 

to $ee Whether excited states of molecules may be trapped 

in nmr potential minima brought about by the environmental 

interaction. Zt is thought that such effects will be crucial 

in understanding excitation radiation effects in real systems. 

Phtofc&utawerization in Nitrogen Heterocyclic Bases in the 

Aqueous Environment 

M. K»sh«f G. Simpson 

Previous studies in this laboratory have, shown direct evidence 

for a cooperative double hydrogen atom transfer in the 

excited.state of hydrogen-bonded diners of 7-azaindole. 

The search for such phototautomerization in other N-hetero-

cyclic bases, including biological purines, is under way. A 

special feature of the phototautomerization phenomenon is its 

behavior in the presence of an aqueous environment. Present 

studies indicate that water as a cbr.in-linked polymer inhibits 

phototautomerization, but water in Which chains are in 

monomeric form in non-aqueous environments may promote photo-



tautomerization. Current evidence shows the parallelism 

of the behavior q£ adenine and 7-azaindole in this regard. 

The generality of the cooperative two hydrogen atome transfer 

in phototautomerization of hydrogen-bonded N-heterocyclic 

bases is being investigated. 

6* Electronic Excitation Mechanisms for 2- and 3-Ring N-Heterocyclics 

M. Kasha, J. Stikeleather 

The wide natural occurrence of N-heterocyclics in biological 

systems emphasizes the importance of understanding excitation 

mechanisms of these molecular systems. The present knowledge 

of these excitation mechanisms is actually very incomplete. 

The principal item of interest is the loss of excitation 

energy through radiationless processes. In the present research 

a systematic study is being undertaken of a series of 2- and 

3-ring nitrogen heterocyclics. The room temperature absorption 

and 77°K total emission spectra in various solvents have 

been determined for about 12-&«heterocyclics along with polari-

zation data. An important element in the present research 

is an attempt to distinguish theoretically and experimentally 

between solvent effects in interchanging electronic state 

order and the mechanism proposed by E. C. Lim involving 

vibronic spin orbital coupling changes. Although there 

is limited evidence that n, w * transitions are involved in the 



biological purines and pyrimidines in absorption, the role 

of these states in radiationless transitions, expecially 

involving triplet states, has not been satisfactorialy determined. 

Calculations of electronic States by the Slater X a -Multiple 

Scattered Have Theory 

M. Kasha, V.XOester 

The recently developed quantum mechanical calculations of 

electronic energy by the Slater X a method (multiple 

scattered wave theory) based on Thomas-Fermi statistical model 

of the atom is being applied for the first time to aromatic 

single ring molecules. Benzene and pyridine are used as a 

comparison pair. Pyridine, the prototype of N-heterocyclic, 

presents one of the greatest problems in molecular excitation 

theory since all excitation of pyridine leads to radiationless 

transitions. The purpose of the calculations is to see whether 

the electronic energy manifold offers a clue to the unusual 
« 

behavior of pyridine* The biological nitrogen heterocyclics 

offer similar greatly enhanced radiationless transition 

phenomenon and the parallelism is expected to be instructive. 
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MACROMO&ECULES 
Lao Msndelkern 

Several major problems are being investigated in the 
general ares of biophysical chemistry sad the biophysical 
behavior ef macromolecules* These problems include studies 
of the physical chemical mechanism underlying muscular 
contraction, the conformational properties of polypeptides 
and related cc^olypeptides containing ^-proline 9 and the 
mechanism of forming a condensed ordered phase from a dilute 
solution of assymethic red*like macromolecules. 

We have previously found from our dilute solution 
studies of thermodynamic, hydrodyaamic and optical properties 
of high molecular weight poly-L-proline that contrary to 
theoretical expectations this molecule is relatively compact 
and exists in a statistical conformation in dilute solution. 
The major reason for this appears to bo the structure of 
the pyrolidine Ting which allows for an enhanced rotational 
freedom. However, discrete, puckered ring conformations are 
not sufficient to explain the results and we are currently 
working on a more detailed analysis of the ring conformation. 
Studies of the optical properties of sequential copolymers, 
poly (prolyl prolyl alanine) and poly (alanine pre line alanine) 
have been initiated. We are emphasising at this paint the 
optical properties of these polymers in a variety of solvents 
and have found from circular dichroism studiss evidence for 



the development of. ordered structures at appropriate temperatures. 
Theoretical work is now underway to see if we can explain the 
maximum in the circular dichroism in terms of the distribu-
tion of rotational states among the amino acid residues. 
Hydrodynamic and thermodynamic measurements huve made clear 
for poly-^-proline and for certain other polypeptides not 
containing proline that the molecule can exist in a statistical 
conformation (random coil) and yet exhibit a positive circular 
dichroism. Therefore, the observation of a positive circular 
dichroism cannot be taken as evidence for an ordered molecular 
conformation. Theoretical work is underway to determine the 
sequence lengths necessary to show this optical effect and 
yet maintain the statistical conformation. 

In a different kind of problem we have been studying the 
aggregation and precipitation of polyglutamic acid in 
dilute solution at low PH. This polypeptide is known to 
exist in the alpha helical form under these conditions. 
However, with time spontaneous precipitation occurs and the 
precipitated polymer is found to be in the beta conformation. 
We are intensively investigating the mechanism for this 
process which can serve as a prototype for fibril and fiber 
formation. We have so far been unable to detect any changes 
in conformation during the course of the precipitation. 
The kinetics of this, process has also been found to be very 
molecular weight dependent and is apparently nucleation 
controlled. We are presently in the process of preparing a 



set of molecular weight fractions with which to study this 
problem in more detail. 

Our approach to the problems of musculaT contraction is 
from the principles of polymer chemistry. Our electron 
microscope studies are being continued. As was previously 
reported, the results of the studies of shortening reenlongation 
of cross-linked glycerinated muscle fibers in LiBr solution 
have shown that despite the fact that all physical chemical 
evidence indicates a complete disruption of the ordered 
structure, a well developed fibrous structure is still seen 
in the electron microscope. We have been able to show, 
therefore, that this technique is not very sensitive in 
detecting structural changes on a molecular level. We also 
are studying in some detail the changes in sarcomere length, 
I-band and A-band widths as glycerinated muscle fuber is 
shortened in ATP. Two different methods of shortening are 
being utilised: one of these is with optional AT? concentra-
tion and the shortening is stopped by the additicn of the 
fixing agent; in the other shortening comes to equilibrium by 
control of the ATP concentration. Although this work is not 
yet complete some of the results that are have been coming 
forth can be summarized as follows: by either method of 
shortening there is very little or no change in A-hand dimensions 
for the first 10 or 15ft of the macroscopic shortening. However, 
from this point until the optical shortening a decrease is 
observed in the A-bartd width. This work is being continued to 
develop more quantitative results. 



We have also undertaken, and have well underway, a study 
of the shortening velocity of collagen fibers when immersed 
in different salt solutions. These solutions are known to 
cause a cooperative structural transition (melting) accompanied 
by shortening. Our first results indicate that the constants 
describing the shortening velocity are altered depending ou 
salt concentration and consequently the relative position in 
the transition region in which the shortening takes place. 
We have been able to correlate this with the work in the 
literature on glycerinated and skinned muscle fibers where 
the concentration of calcium is altered. Very similar con-
stants are observed for the collagen and the glycerinated 
muscle shortening. Therefore a close similarity in molecular 
mechanisms is indicated. 

Isometric tension measurements of glycerinated muscle 
fibers immersed in controlled solutions of calcium, magnesium 
and ATP are under study. The purpose is to delineate the 
conditions for tension development and the dependence on 
concentration of the species. Tension development, or 
shortening appears to be a corporative process and we wish 
to relate these conditions to the transition temperature of 
muscle fiber in pure water. 

We have just completed an investigation of the foice-
length behavior of stimulated frog sartorius. Contrary to 
the standard kind of isometric force-length relations we 
find that although for initial lengths below rest length % 
the same results are obtained for both types of experiments 



when the initial Ifength is greater than the rest length force 
length relations, under stimulation, are quite different from 
those of the stsndard isometTic experiment* A rational 
explanation of both sets of experiments ss well as an 
explanation of the standard isometric curves can be given 
by assuming that the thick filaments behave as a classical 

» 
» 

fibrous protein system undergoing an order to disorder phase 
transition. The different initial lengths of a standard 
isometric correspond to different chemical potentials of 
the environment and consequently to different coexistance 
curves. 
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THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF tRNA MODIFICATIONS 

Robert H. Reeves 

This is my fleet year at the Institute of Molecular Bio-
physics. The first few months of the year were devoted to setting 

up ai active research laboratory for performing genetic and bio-
# 

chemical characterizations of transfer RNA from Salmonella tvphi-

murium. Research has been initiated on two recessive suppressor 

mutations, one of which has already been associated with a de-

fective tRNA methylating enzyme. Biochemical characterizations 

of the tRNA and methylating enzymes from these two mutant strains 

will be carried out for the next year. 

A graduate student has engaged the problem of whether the 

Salmonella transducing bacteriophage, P22, codes for any new 

tRNA species after infection. He will also attempt to see whether 

any cf the host's tRNA species are modified after infection. He 

has also initiated a separate problem in bacterial genetics. 

Two nonsense codon (UGA) suppressors recently isolated in S. 

typhimurium will be mapped to see if they correspond to the two 

known UGA suppressors in this organism. There is preliminary 

evidence that they represent a new class. If they are different, 

they also will be characterized biochemically in terms of their 

tRN^ and tPJSA modifying enzymes. 
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Another graduate student has begun constructing strains 

to be used for the classification of missense suppressors. 

This involves isolating a number of different missense mutations 

on an F* factor that can be transferred to the suspected sup-

pressor strains. Suppression of several missense mutations can 

bo checked easily in this way. This is being carried out to 

provide us with one method for examining possible in vivo 

effects of having specifically undermodified tRNA. 

Our research laboratory has been set up and projects initi-

ated v:i the biological significance of tRNA modifications. The 

variety of ways we are attacking this problem should yield re-

sults very soon. 

* 
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EFFECTS OF ELECTRONIC INTERACTIONS ON 
MOLECULAR EXCITATION PROCESSES 

William C. Rhodes 

The long-range goals of the current research program 
include Cl) the formal development of theories of inter- and 
intra-molecular electronic interactions, with emphasis on 
spectral properties and on the role of time and correlated 
electronic (and nuclear) motion in describing processes 
associated with light absorption; and (2) the applications 
of existing theories to the quantitative description of 
electronic spectra and excited state processes in a broad 
range of molecular systems, with emphasis on helical 
biopolymers. 

Currently several problems in the above areas are being 
studied: 

(1) The nature of the molecular excited state produced 
upon tight absorption has been considered for some time. 
This is an important question because, heretofore, no one 
has considered the role of the properties of light, such as 
bandwidth, duration, and coherence time. The important 
features under study include the dynamics of the excitation 
process and the dynamics of the excited state which is 
produced. The latter involves processes which are frequently 
referred to as being radiationless and includes analysis in 
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terms of various interaction schemes such as those giving 
internal conversion and intersystem crossing. 

(2) A non-perturbation theory method is being applied 
to the analysis of the electronic spectral properties of 
helical polypeptides. This method accounts for the electronic 

» 

interaction among monomers by means of a Bogoliubov trans-
formation. Although any optical property can be calculated, 
emphasis is placed on circular dichroism spectra because 
of the widespread use of this property by experimentalists. 
Current studies include the effect of conformation of poly-
peptides and the nature of the interaction terms contri-
buting to the spectrum of polyproline II. 
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Research 1971-72 
W.A.H. Rushton with Anne B. Pulton 

The glectroretinogxam (B.R.G.) 

This is a study of the & and £ waves of the SRG as a func-

tion of flash-strength and of the state of adaptation. I t is 

a c o n t i n u d b i c n of former work on t h e human SRG, but now recorded 

from the excised eye of the mud-puppy which yields records of 

greater precision and in far greater number. 

flash Strength. The task of comparing the enormous number of 

records obtained from the combination of all these variable 

factors has been simplified by discovering a rather exact regu-

larity. It is that if the height of the potential wave V (i.e. the 

jt or b wave) is plotted as log V against loc x, where I is the 

light intensity, the relation always fits a fixed template curve 

that may move over the paper without rotation. The template is 

the log plot of 

V « 1/(1 + if) 

where 4T is & constant. 

This relation certainly obtains at the receptor output 

and if it also obtains between input and output of each synapse 

(as seems probable) the same expression mus*: relate the extremes 

in any cascade of synapses. This may be wry we find it in all 

the relations we examine. 

To fit the plotted experimental results, the position of 

the template is defined by its displacemenc without rotation. 
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Movement parallel to the I axis means change of sensitivity to 

light? movement parallel to the V axes signifies a scaling of 

the magnitude of nerve signals. This regularity that we have dis-

covered has therefore 3 main advantages, (a) It compresses the 

whole information of the V (I) plot into a single point - the 

position of the template. (b)It shows clearly for the first time 

the way in which factors affect either sensitivity to light or 

the scaling of nerve signals, (c) It throws light upon the 

synaptic transfer function upon which this regularity depends. 

Adaptation. The eye changes its performance in response to many 

conditions, e.g. steady illumination upon which flashes are super-

imposed. or previous history of strong illumination of various 

kinds. 

The greater insight w'lich our template analysis brings to 

the mechanisms of visual action allows us to analyze the different 

ways in which different factors affect adaptation, and hence to 

discriminate between various theories of adaptation. We still 

hope to substantiate the hypothesis that the b wave of the ERG, 

which in general is inappropriate as index of visual performance 

may be the signal that goes not to the brain, but back to the 

gain control of the retina and adjusts steady conditions (like 

an automatic camera) so that signals from the mean luminance of 
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the scene are scaled to the middle of the retina's sensitivity 

range. But we have not yet Obtained strong evidence to nupport 

this. 

At any rate this analysis is bringing a whole range c:~ 

order in wh«t has been a very chaotic subject and is tellinc 

us something of the mechanism of information transfer across 

the retina from the photo receptors towards the brain. 
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Research 1971-72 
* 

W.A.H. Rushton 

Dr. W.A-H.Rushton 
Dr. Diane Spitser-powell 
Mr. Keith White 

Colour Blindness. The most important work this year has been 

the discovery of the 'mystery' visual pigment in the common red/ 

green colour defectives. 

Ever since Lord Rayleigh 90 years ago, investigated these 

abnormal subjects, it has been getting plainer that they must 

have a visual pigment in their cones different in spectral sensi-

tivity from the cone pigments of normal men. But no one has been 

able to discover what it is. 

We have measured the pigments in the eye by the 'Florida 

Reflection Densitometer' that we have designed and built, and 

found that these subjects have one normal cor*e pigment in the 

red/green spectral range. But the mystery pigment was too scarce 

to be measurable. 

We have therefore used psycho-physical measurements such 

as perfect colour matches and the threshold for detection of 

flashes. 

Previous work along these lines has failed because in this 

population with a large majority of normal cones, the performance 

of the small minority of 'mystery' cones could not Ire isolated or 
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measured with precision. 

Exchange thresholds. We have got round this difficulty by 

presenting for detection the change of appearance when a red 

light is suddenly exchanged for a green light. If the energies 

of the two lights are suitably adjusted so that the normal cones 

catch quanta at the same rate from each, then these cones will 

not respond to the light exchange - they will not know6 that the 

light has been changed, for a change in quantum catch is all that 

cones can detect. Confirming this we find that more extreme colour 

defectives who only contain the one normal pigment but no 'mystery' 

pigment, in fact cannot detect this matched energy red/green ex-

change. But our Rayleigh defectives can detect the change and 

they do so by means of their minority of 'mystery' cones whose 

weak voice is heard now that the majority has been reduced to silence. 

This voice heard at last clear and uncontaminated, can be 

analyzed by some different techniques to reveal the spectral 

sensitivity curve of the 'mystery* pigment, it turns out to be 

of the same shape as the normalcone sensitivity curves, but 

shifted along the spectrum to a place about half way between the 

red cones and the green cones. 



STUDIES IN TEE USES OF IONIZING RADIATIONS AS STIMULI 

Jama8 C. Smith, Principal Investigator 

Investigations are in progress studying the conditions under which 

gftmu-rsys can T?a us«d as stimuli, allotting reactions from a variety 

of animal species. 

For the past decade it has teen known that rats, pigeons or 

monkeys make an isnnediate response to the onset of ionizing -radiation. 

Furthermore, it has been known that this detection vas mediated in 

part by olfaction. Probably, the animals smelled the small quantities 

of ozone or some oxides of nitrogen generated In the nasal mucose 

at the onset of the beam. During this past year vo have investi-

gated the role of visual gamma ray detection in anosmlc rats and 

monkeys. Gamma ray detection is possible in dark adapted animals 

vhen they have "been deprived of the sense of smell. 

We have also demonstrated the use of gamma rays as aversive 

stimuli vhich vhen paired vith a novel taste solution result in 

aversion of that solution in subsequent tests. These taste aversions 

ccn be conditioned also by pairing the taste solution vith lithium 

chloride. During the past year ve have compared the necessary 

conditions for forming aversions vhen using gamma rays and lithium 

chloride. Special attention has been given to studying the develop-

ment of the aversions by a mi nut e-by*-mi nut e computer analysis of 

licking behavior. 

Basic olfactory thresholds were obtained In albino rats to a 

series of odors such as anyl, butyl and hexyl acetate. These data 

were collected by use of the conditioned suppression technique. 

This methodology can now bo applied to a comparison of x-ray and 

odor stimulation to a behaving rat. 
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SPECIAL BIOPHYSICS PROJECTS 

J. Marshall Smith 

Biophysical Evaluation of tho Radio toxicity of Intracellular 
125. * • 

The ionization or nuclear capture of inner shell 
* 

electrons, particularly for heavy atoms, can cause multiple 

ionization vacancy cascades due to radiationless transi-

tions (Auger effect). The result is a sudden appearence 

-15 

(within ~ 10 seconds) of a large localized positive 

charge at the site of the atom and a concomitant occur-

rence of a shower of low energy electrons emanating from 

the disrupted site. The electronic rearrangement 

following the former process is known to lead to extensive 

molecular disruption in the gas phase? whether this 

occurs in th^ condensed media is an open question. 

The electron shower may produce a large, local specific 

ionization. Either proce~* represents an atypical, 

and perhaps significant, effect of ionizing radiation 

or incorporated isotope decay upon biological systems. 

The most interesting example of the biological 

consequences of the Auger effect is the discovery by 

Hofer and, Hughes of the unusually high radiotoxic effect 



125 of DNA-associated I. The Isotope decays by electron 
125 

capture to metaatable Te, and decays subsequently 

primarily by internal, conversion; both events initiate 

vacancy cascades. The current program, in cooperation 

with Dr. K. G. Bofer, is an attempt to understand the 

physicochenutcal and "in vivo" aspects of the problem. 
* 

Powders of the D&ft, precursor iododeoxyuridine (XUDR) 

are being irradiated with low voltage X-rays and compared 

to equivalent doses of higher energy photons in an 

attempt to observe any unique products of inner shell 

ionizations. The irradiation is performed on evacuated 

samples at 77°K and the BSR spectra of the resultant 

trapped free radicals are analyzed. In addition, ESR 

spectral determinations of the radical fragments trapped 

at 77 K due to the self radiolysis "in vacuo" of IUDR, 

both in powder and a water matrix, are under investigation 
to sivi in determining the consequences of electron capture 

125 

decay of 3. These studies will be extended to the 

radiolysis of labeled DNA. XFurthermore, it is planned 

to expand thi» research to ESR studies of the self-

radiolysis of DNA and its precursors labeled with tritium 

and other isotopes.) A theoretical analysis of the 

microdosimetry of the Auger effect in a DNA-H20 matrix 

(assignment of RBE, effective LET, etc.) is also in progress 



Energy Dispersion X-Ray Analysis on the Scanning Electron 

Microscope for the Detection and Mapping of Trace Elements 

in Biological Specimens. 

The detection of trace elements in biological specimens 

can be accomplished by the observation of their character-

istic X-Ray spectra excited by the electron beam-of i 
a SEM. Use of the SEM for excitation allows not only 

the presence of the trace element to be inferred but 

also its location in the specimen. The inherent difficulty 

of such a technique is obtaining an ultra-sensitive X-Ray 

detection scheme. In cooperation with Solid State 

Radiation, Inc., a lithium-drifted silicon X-Ray detector 

was designed and fabricated to intercept more than 

50% of the fluorescent X-Ray flux from the specimen 

(this is a significant improvement over commercial 

detection schemes which can be purchased) • Optimization 

of the associated electronics for the recording and 

display of the characteristic spectra is planned. 
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CHROMOSOMES OF EUKARYOTES: 
REGULATION OF DMA REPLICATION, ORGANIZATION AND INTEGRATION 

OF DNA AND EFFECTS OF THE DECAY OF INCORPORATED 
ISOTOPES (3H and ^ I ) 
J* Herbert Taylor 

An understanding of radiation damage and repair as well as 
evaluation of long term effects of other mutagenic agents on 
higher animals and plants require more information on the organiza 
tional properties of the genome and the regulatory systems which 
normally operate in cells. In searching for more information we 
have identified four functional subunits of the DNA. The largest 
is about 20*25 microns in length and the entire genome separates 
into single chain segments of this size when fully denatured at 
pH 12.0. The next smaller segment is about one-tenth that size, 
i.e., 2.0-2.5 microns in contour length along the native DNA 
strands. It is excised, presumably by specific endonucleases, 
from chromosomes in certain strains of mammalian cells held 
near starvation in the stationary phase. This subunit, or one 
of nearly the same size, also appears transiently during repli-
cation presumably from the action of a specific endonuclease 

w 
involved in replication. It involves the template strand, but 
may be composed of both a template chain and a newly synthesized 
chain. A third subunit is only 0.4-0.S microns in length (1000-
1300 nucleotides) and involves only the newly replicated chains. 
It is discovered by pulse labeling during S-phase and will disap-
pear in less than a minute when label precursors are removed. -
The latter is apparently comparable to the short chains of DNA 
originally described by Okazaki in bacterial cells. A fourth, 
subunit associated with replication is an oligonucleotide (10-12 
nucleotides) which can be transiently labeled during S-phase1 



We have not studied it extensively, but the oligomers contain 
all four nucleotides and have been proposed as an initiator-
primer for DNA replication. 

A larger subunit into which the total DNA falls during 
lysis at pH 10.0*11.0 is about 100 microns long. Its functional 
or organizational role is not yet known, although this large 
double chain segment of DNA is about the size to fold into the 
loops seen with the electron microscope in metaphass chromo-
somes from mammalian cells. 

Recently evidence has been obtained which indicates that 
^replication proceeds unidirectionally from a single point at 
the rate of about one micron per minute for 20-24 microns. The 
working unit is a segment about 2 microns in length, When pulse-
labeled cells are lysed in low salt concentrations «it pH 10,6 -
10.8 the replicating segments melt out and can be separated from 
the large DNA. These segments are 4-5 times as long as the 
smaller subunits of replication (0.4-G.S |i in length^. Cells 
can be synchronized with many units of replication ready to 
start growth. Pulse labeling for less than 1.5 minute* yields 
only short segments (0.4-0.5 ji), but after 2 minutes the larger 
subunits appear. These appear to be at least 3-4 microns long, 
single chains, and reanneal after denaturing at hydrolyi ion 
concentrations below pH 10,6. The large subunits read an equili-
brium with the precursor within 4 minutes and thereafter do not 
increase. The labeled DNA attached to longer chains increases 
at a linear rate. Pulse-chase experiments show that sh-:>rt seg-
ments £0.4^0.5 p) chase into longer segments (3-4 micror.s) within 
30 seconds to one minute, while the longer segments are chased 



into the still longer pieces in 6-10 minutes. Better control 
and understanding of the cellular in vivo system should now 
allow a more precise kinetic study of the early events in repli-
cation and integration with a simultaneous increase in our 
understanding of the significant subunlts operating in the 
chromosomes. 

Electron microscopic studies of partially melted DNA have 
revealed small regions separated by 0.3-.5 u in contour length 
with quite low melting points. Although not seen at every 
potential site in the preparations thus far, the repeat at 2 
microns has been verified. Perhaps thesse are the sites which 
open for the production of tho 2.0-2.4 u segments that can be 
isolated as native 2-chain DNA. 

A study of the relative efficiences of incorporated % and 
1 2 5 I in breaking DNA has been initiated. 1 2 5 I is an interesting 
isotope because of its unusual decay characteristics. So far 
neither isotope has been observed to produce double chain breaks 
but both produce single chain breaks with relatively high 
efficiences. The question of whether, because of its decay 
characteristics, 125i is more efficient than ^H in producing 
DNA breakage is yet to be determined. 
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PHYSICAL PRODUCTION AND DETECTION OP SINGLET OXYGEN 

IN MODEL BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 

Brant Watson 

The objective of this work is to determine the extent to 

which singlet molecular oxygen is involved in facilitating 

the oxygen effect in radiation "biophysics. Since a great 

variety of new chemical species are produced on irradiation 

of oxygenated water, it is necessary to develop a completely 

physical method for detecting singlet oxygen in water so as 

to keep the chemistry simple as possible. The practical 
1 

limits of the detection of L fluorescence at 1.27 microns 

(and of the double molecule state fluorescence at 0.634 

microns) will be investigated. If possible, the lifetimes 

and fluorescence quantum efficiencies of these species will 

also be determined. 

Since the NdsYAG laser lines around 1.064 microns 1 

conveniently bracket the expected position of the Ag+V 

state in water, this state could be photophysically excited, X 

followed by internal conversion to the (fluorescent?) A 

state. The (very low) absorption cross section of the 
s t a t e might be obtained also by injecting the T E M Q Q 

beam into a multipass absorption cell which contains oxygenated 

water. 



The frequency doubled laser operating in the green can 

be used to excite dyes so that the above measurement can be 

checked against that obtained by dye sensitized photo-

oxygenation. St appears that these results should differ 

. depending on the propensity of the A oxygen produced, to 

react with the photosensitizing dye. 
0 

The above experiments will be conducted by varying 

dissolved 02 concentration in the water and also by using 

the external heavy-atom effect to enhance the transition 

probability. 

The NdsYAG laser laboratory construction is nearly 

completed, and will soon be ready for several experiments in 

photochemistry and photobiology. The laboratory now contains 

complete instrumentation for determining excited-state 

molecular lifetimes, by both digital means (single-photon 

counting method using time-to-pulse-height conversion) utilizing 

nuclear instrument modules and a sensitive RCA phototube, and 

by an analog method (Ge photodiode routed into a PAR boxcar 

integrator) . The laser itself can be operated in a flashlamp 

pumped mode or a continuous wave mode. Laser action has been 

observed at 1.052, 1.061, 1.064, 1.074, 1.079, and 1.12 microns 

with the flashlamp pumped system, as have their frequency 

doubled lines in the green (using an intracavity LilO crystal). 



An acousto-optic Q-switch along with all associated electronics 
* 

was "built and found to work very well,. We expect to obtain 

infrared peak powers of about 10 BW (per 200 nanosecond pulse) 

with this device. 
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PHOTOCHEMICAL ASPECTS OF VISUAL PROCESSES 

T. P. Williams 

The goal of this project is to contribute to an under-
standing of the transduction of light energy into the neural 
response of visual receptors. The work proceeds on two 

0 

fronts: experimentation on the fast, light-induced reactions 
of visual pigments, and isolation and study of the mammalian 
receptor potential. The plan is first to identify the pig-
ment reaction which is responsible for the receptor response, 
and next, having done so, to find out in detail how the 
molecule triggers the response. Although this plan seems 
direct enough it is more difficult to carry out than might 
be suspected. A major cause of difficulty is that the pig-
ment molecules are capable of undergoing changes which cannot 
easily be associated with their traditional (known) spectral 
changes. For example, we have identified an important 
molecular change which occurs without concomitant spectral 
change. The molecular change is reflected in a loss of 
photoreversibility, i.e., it shows up as an inability of the 
molecule to photoregenerate the original pigment. Interestingly 
this loss of reversibility occurs between the (well-known) 
metarhodopsin I and metarhodopsin II stages and it is here 
that many workers believe the first neural response is 
initiated. We are trying to identify the reasons for the 
loss of reversibility, hoping to understand the molecular 
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gyrations which it reflects. Progress on the problem 
of the neural response has been made recently: we have 
managed to isolate th* receptor potential in the living 
Tat by perfusing the eye with aspartate. This is the first 
time that such isolation has been accomplished in the 
mammalian eye. Having thus isolated the response (by 
abolishing the b-wave) we are now studying its properties. 
A working hypothesis we have developed is that the discs 
of the rod receptor act like individual potential generators, 
''discharging" in an all or none way to individual photons 
which are absorbed in them. It is too soon to say whether 
or not the hypothesis will prove to be valid but it does 
seem to derive some support from the work of others and provides 
at least a point of departure for us. 



We include in this section of the Report a three-year 
summary of the activities of the faculty associated 
with the Institute of Molecular Biophysics - 1969-1972-
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John Jackson 
Tadanao Ando 
Subhash C. Sharma 
Ertugrul Ergoz 
David Rabenold 
Walter Hargraves 
Y5T. Ohmura 
Ryozo Kitaroaru 

William C. Rhodes 
John Young 
Lanibros Tterlikkis 
Fred Loxsom 
Gordon Hug 

W. A. H. Rushton 

Shuko Torii 
Bwen King-Smith 
Anne Fulton 
Diane Spitzer Powell 

J. Herbert Taylor 
Donald Evenson 
William Mego 
Roger Clark 

T. P. Williams 
Sandra Breil 
Ray Johnson 

Hans Gaffron 
George H. Schmid 
H. J. Schick 
Tim S. Stuart 
Gotz Harnischfeger 
Burr Atkinson 

James Smith 

Steven Shumake 
Tom Chaddock 
Leila Cohen 



Ph.D.'s Granted Under Supervision of IMB Faculty 1968 - 1972 

1968 
Malcolm Chase 

Norman Estrin 

Martin Liberman 

William £• Stewart 

Pan? P. Ma 

Jerry Curtis 

1969 
Harry N. Johnson 

Terry L. Myers 

Gerald No Smith, Jr. 

Wayne D. Bolen 

Jack C. Clark 

Rhodes 

JDeTar. 

Mandelkern 

Glick 

Fisher 

Fisher 

DeBusk 

Taylor 

Greeriberg 

Fisher 

Mandelkern 

Generalized Susceptibility Theory 

©ie Synthesis and Properties of Some Sequence Peptide 
Polymers 

On the Mechanism of the Heat Precipitation of 
Poly-L-Proline 

A Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Study of Amides and 
Polypeptides 

Adenosine Deaminases of Vertebrate Tissue Specification 
and their Possible Phylogenetic Significance 

Studies of Xanthine Dehydrogenase Control Mechanisms 
in the Chick 

The P-Galactosidases of Neurospora crassa 

Isolation and Characterization of Early and Late 
Replicating DNA of the Chinese Hamster Culture 

Regeneration in the Apodous Holothurian, 
Leptosvnapta crassipatina 

Kinetic Properties of Adenosine Deaminase in Mixed 
Aqueous Solvents 

The Stability of the Ordered Conformation of Poly-L-
Glutamic Acid 



1969 

Ronald W. Novak 

Phillip Gardner 

Hark Goldman 

David M. Roll 

David Priest 

Robert Hurst 

1970 

William A. Mego 

anil K. Schandl 

Edward M. Barr 

Glenn M. Cohen 

John F« Bines 

Robert Hoover 

DeTar 

Kasha 

Bnerson 

Smith 

Fisher 

Zncardona 

Taylor 

Taylor 

Easton 

Easton 

Saston 

Kasha 

A Study of Carboxyl Ac id-Amine Equilibria in 
Non-Aqueous Solvents 

The Influence of Vibrational Perturbations on 
Electronic Transitions in Small Polytomic Molecules 

Hydrogen Bonded Species of Acetic Acid Dissolved in 
in Inert Solvents 

The Sex of Concentration Sucrose of Reinforcement 
Upon Concurrent Upcrant Conference 

Non-Linear Kinetics of a Xanthine Oxidase Reaction 

The Measurement of Molecular Weights of Viruses from 
Isopycnic Centrifugation with Schlieren Optics 

Units of Transcription and Replication in Mammalian 
Chromosomes 

Early Events in the Replication and Integration of 
DNA into Mammalian Chromosomes 

A Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Investigation of Gar 
Olfactory Nerve 

Comparative Studies of Resistances of Vultures and 
Roosters to Botulinal. Toxin 

Release of Protein from Isolated Nerve and Its 
Relation to Excitation 

Resolution of the Lower Electronic States of Pyridine 



1970 
Sidney K. Pierce, Jr. 

Ertugrul Ergoz 

Janice Barton 

Victor Day 

Kenneth Cooper, Jr. 

Jerald T. LeBlanc 

David Kab^nolti 

Gotz Harnischfeger 

Gerald Wayne KcGraw 

Greeriberg 

•Mandelkern 

Fisher 

DeTar 

DeTar 

DeTar 

Linder 

Gaffron 

DeTar 

A Comparative Study of the Physiological Responses to 
Changing Environmental Conditions of Four Members 
of the Genus Modiolus (Mollusca: Pelecypoda) 

Crystallization Kinetics and Thermodynamic Properties 
of Linear Polyethylene Fractions Over an Extended 
Molecular Weight Range 

Glutamic Dehydrogenase: An Experimental and Theoretical 
Analysis of Its Nonlinear Kinetics 

The Mechanism of the Decomposition of Benzoyl Peroxide 
in Benzene 

Synthesis and Structural Studies of Cysteine Containing 
Polypeptides Related to Collagen 

Acid-Base Catalysis in Racemization and Exchange 
Reactions in Aprotic Solvents 

Generalized Susceptibility Theory of Van der Waals 
Interaction Between Long Chain Molecules 

Correlation Between Structure and Function in 
Isolated Disintegrating Chloroplasts 

Synthesis and Ensymolysis of Sequence Peptide Polymers 
Related to Collagen 



rr; 1 
Hyuna Mo Rho 

Tim S. Stuart 

Virginia S. Mayo 

G, Richard Harbison 

A. George Race, XIX 

Byron Bohannon 

Jere Marrs 

Sam Karickhoff 

1972 
Walter Brooks 

DeBusk 

Gaffron 

de Kloat 

Fisher 

Greeriberg 

DeTar 

Kasha 

Rhodes 

DeTar 

He ii DeLapp 

C. syler Burt 

Fisher 

Mandelkern 

Initiation Mechanism of Protein Biosynthesis in 
Neurospora crassa 

Photoproduction of Molecular Hydrogen by Scenedesmus 

Studies on the Biosynthesis of High Molecular Weight 
Ribonucleic Acid in Saccharomyces carlsbergensis 

The Adenosine Deaminases of the Bay Scallop and 
Several Other Bivalved Molluscs 

The Disestive System and Lantern Complex of Thyonella 
gemmata (Ppirtales)s Structure and Regeneration 

The Effect of Amines on Carbodiimide-Acid Reactions 

Simultaneous Transitions in Rare Earth Ion Pairs 

Theory of Excitation Energy Transfer in Condensed Media 

A Comparison of Cyclization and Polymerization of 
o>-Dimethylamino- 1-Bromoalkanes in Methanol 

Oxypurine Levels in Chicken Tissues 

Equilibrium Force-Length Characteristics of Frog 
Sartorius Muscle in the Active State 


